Sala Sanctuary established

O'Conner waits for Feds

By Reid Aas

For the second night Wednesday, members of the MIT community and supporters from other campuses continued to offer sanctuary to AWOL solder Mike O'Conner in the Sala de Fiestas.

Faced by the beginning, the growing crowd included distinguished members of the faculty, whose inexpressible support Dean Kenneth Wadleigh's official policy statement issued Wednesday was more a request for non-violence than a definitive statement. No forceful action by the administration is indicated in the statement.

According to the Student Center Office, the MIT Resistance Group had properly reserved the Sala for a teach-in Tuesday. Harold Friedman of the Student Center Committee said Wednesday night that all arrangements for the Sala had been relocated except Junior Prom, which needs the room beginning Monday. When contacted, a member of JP committee commented, "if the bust doesn't come by Sunday, we're screwed up the wall."

The only official notification of O'Conner's authority available to The Tech by press time came from the FBI, which said that it was very certain that O'Conner was indeed AWOL, but that it had no jurisdiction in the matter.

According to O'Conner, his motives in seeking sanctuary are to help the Resistance movement. "I feel that if I can convince 100 people that the war is that wrong, that it is an injustice against the basic freedoms of our country, then I will gladly serve the extra time," he said in his printed statement.

O'Conner said that he was uncertain for the presence of marijuana in late 1968, and was not prosecuted on the condition that he enlist in the army. He was arrested in Maine, his home state, last summer, but was returned to North Carolina to enlist.

This is O'Conner's second escape from the army; he first went AWOL in April and stayed out for 50 days. He has been out since September 14 this time, and has been in Boston since October 2.

The Resistance group in the Sala has been organizing to prepare for non-violent resistence when the authorities come for O'Conner, and to deal with minor emergencies which might arise. At the organizational meeting of the "Security Committee" Tuesday afternoon, it was decided that watch stations would be set up so that some advance warning of the "bust" would be available. Tuesday night people took up posts by various windows in the Student Center and in McCormick Hall.

Communications were effected by means of walkie-talkies, a spotlight used for signalling, and a telephone hastily borrowed from Random Hall.

It was also noted at the security meeting that right-wing trouble makers had posed significant difficulties at the Harvard Law School sanctuary earlier this year. A policy is being adopted which called for isolation of possible trouble makers in order to remove them without causing a great deal of commotion. It was also decided that the city police would not be called except in extreme emergency, since the Campus Police could deal with almost any disorder which might arise.

Outside troublemakers came rather than expected, when there or four apparently drunk, apparently high-school aged boys appeared in the Sala around midnight Tuesday. According to Peter Kramer who was at the scene, they began fighting among themselves and several resistance people started to break up the fight. One of the intruders made remarks to the effect that his brother had been killed in Viet Nam.

After the initial scuffle had been broken up, one of the fighters attacked Ned Legan of East Campus, who had been attempting to break up the fight. Legan was apparently thrown to the floor and kicked. It was reported that he was brought unconscious to the Medcic room in the West Louge.

Judith Herman, who was in charge of the Medcic room at the time, said that Legan was conscious on arrival there, and that he suffered head wounds. Legan was not immediately taken to the MIT Infirmary by the Campus Patrol and Professor Jerome Lettvin, who was kept at the Infirmary and was still there "in satisfactory condition" on Wednesday night.

At about 5:30 Tuesday afternoon, two members of a Boston motorcycle gang, the Diamondbacks, entered the Sala de Fiestas. The tension which followed was dispelled when an announcement was made that they were friends. When asked why they had come, they replied that they were sympathetic to the Sanctuary cause, and that their purpose was to keep a second gang, members of which had Tuesday night broken up several sanctuary participants, from breaking the Sanctuary. They also said that the rest of their group was located across the Harvard Bridge and ready for any trouble: their statement was that "if those boozehounds want to fight, so be it, we will not get hurt. We may not agree with what he (Mike) is saying, but we'll fight for his right to say it."

(please turn to page 3)
We're talking about George Bernard Shaw as brought to life by the British actor, Max Adrian. We like him so much we are sponsoring the U.S. college tour of the “By George” London-Broadway stage production. We hope you catch it here. If not, catch it on Angel records.

But why is a billion-dollar industrial corporation like TRW having a love affair with that iconoclast, that professional cynic, that socialist, George Bernard Shaw?

Because the man is a mind-opener and we thrive, corporately speaking, on open minds. Ours. Yours. Consider what Shaw said about England decades ago: “The crying need of the nation is not for better morals, cheaper bread, temperance, liberty, culture, redemption of fallen sisters and erring brothers, nor the grace, love and fellowship of the Trinity, but simply for enough money. And the evil to be attacked is not sin, suffering, greed, priestcraft, kingscraft, demagoguery, monopoly, ignorance, drink, war, pestilence, nor any of the consequences of poverty, but just poverty itself.”

It is possible for you or us to take exception to all or part of this, but it's something to chew on, here, today.

Here's another one: "Revolutions have never lightened the burden of tyranny: they have only shifted it to another shoulder." Yet, "The reasonable man adapts himself to the world; the unreasonable one persists in trying to adapt the world to himself. Therefore, all progress depends on the unreasonable man."

TRW is, in this sense, a company of unreasonable men.

We believe, for instance, that we can help change the world.

We believe that we can do something about some of the social problems that have the world uptight today: Air and water pollution. Poor housing. Traffic congestion. Crowded hospitals.

You see, we pioneered in the development of systems engineering techniques to solve complex aerospace problems. And we persist in thinking that the same technique can solve social problems. Because, basically, systems engineering is nothing but an all-out assault on a problem using computerized common sense to analyze every last bit of each factor involved. And from seeming chaos, developing an orderly solution. A system.

Our systems analysts have been working on such civil systems projects as a major medical center, an urban high-speed ground transportation setup, a regional lands plan.

We expect to do more of this kind of thing, and we are equipped to do it. Among TRW’s 75,000 employees are more than 7,000 with technical degrees, including over 350 Ph.D.’s and approximately 2% of the country’s physicians.

"Men are wise in proportion, not to their experience, but to their capacity for experience."

In view of the complexity of the problems, the solutions and the new systems will be complex. But workable, if society has the will.

"The philosopher is Nature's pilot. And there you have our difference: to hell is to drift; to be in heaven is to steer." G.B.S.
False alarms plague Sanctuary as sleep-in momentum grows

(continued from page 1)

The campus patrol, on the other hand, was taking no extraordinary precautions, according to Lieutenant Oliver.

On two occasions Tuesday night, there were false alarms which led the people in the Sala to believe that a police raid was imminent. In the first alarm, it was reported by a lookout that police cars were discharging passengers outside the Student Center.

Those passengers apparently dispersed without entering the building. Shortly before 4:30 Wednesday morning an announcement came through the public address system in the Sala to the effect, "This is the police. Everyone stay where you are and no one will be hurt." At the time, it was believed that the police had assembled in Kresge Auditorium and had made the announcement from there. These people made hasty preparations for the arrival of the police, but it soon became clear that no one, police or otherwise, was in the area. The Campus Police searched Kresge ten to fifteen minutes after the announcement was made, but no one was found there except for the janitor who said he had seen no one in the building.

Speculation in the Sala was that the announcement could have originated either in Kresge, at a random microphone jack which had been left alive, or from the WTOP studios through their audio links. There are, however, convincing arguments against all of these possibilities.

MIT GILBERT & SULLIVAN SOCIETY presents
EMS PINAFORE
Nov. 14, 15, & 16 in Kresge Auditorium. All seats reserved at $2. On sale in Building 10 Lobby Monday to Friday, or call UN4-6900, x2910 for reservations.
Sanctuary

At this moment, Mike O'Connor is on the second floor of the Student Center, AWOL, and is obviously going to be busted. The issues raised by his presence there are many and varied. However, I'm not sure how much these are discussed, the fact remains that this event is certain to have a positive effect on the majority of the community. For this reason, I'm granting a sanctuary of Mike at this place and time.

One of the issues raised by this virtual takeover of the Student Center is the confrontation politics. For the past year, at Harvard, as AWOL Marine claimed he had been used by the Resistance when he turned himself in. It appears to us that the question here is who is used by whom. Mike is definitely a rather intelligent guy, who realizes that the resistance groups have a bit to gain from his presence here. However, he must also feel that he, personally, has a vested interest in the proceedings. Perhaps it is just his wish to awaken the campus to problems beyond those they see in their nightly social sessions. We certainly hope that this is the case, for otherwise, Mike will be profiting neither himself nor anyone else.

Another aspect of the situation which at first may seem strange is the idea of claiming sanctuary in a non-religious area. For those who don’t know, the term sanctuary is derived from the old custom of seeking political refuge in holy places, such as churches. The action in the Student Center appears to be a case more of political asylum than sanctuary. At Marsh Chapel, where Roy Keel of the Tech took sanctuary this earlier year, the religious aspects were overlaid to the detriment of the political. The latter is, after all, the central issue involved. It is appropriate, therefore, that the resistance choose the Student Center, rather than the Chapel, for the confrontation with the system.

This is a grander purpose than the personal reasons for the choice of this area. The chapel is, simply stated, too small for a demonstration of my size. As of this writing, we are between fifty and fifty-five. This place is in the Salsa. If the chapel had been chosen, then students would be spending the night on Krags Square.

The emphasis on the political aspects of sanctuary is slowly bringing home another point. No matter how the figures are juggled, it remains a fact that the Institute is the largest non-profit defense contractor in the country. Therefore, the confrontation of this sort seems particularly appropriate. Our only regret is that more emphasis is not being placed on this fact, along with the appropriate supporting detail.

Mike, it appears, was faced with two choices when he made his decision to go AWOL in September. Either he could try to work within the system, or he could make his point in the way he did. Actually, this is a choice with no choice, because working within the system in the Army is essentially impossible, as has been demonstrated in the past. It appears to us that Mike’s choice was the only one possible, given the situation he found himself in.

We cannot expect the Armed Forces to feel the same way he does, or to respond with the dedication to their ideals that a student reaction to the scene has certainly been better than we would have expected. Perhaps this is a natural advantage of the location, as it is one which the average student will probably pass by once every few days. The general attitude of MIT students toward activities of this nature can be summed up as follows: “If it doesn’t bother me, the hell with it.” In this case, however, the student population is being bothered, simply by an act of obstruction.

This leads to several side effects. The students may be irritated—just a little. This will probably be rather short. Judging from the response so far, however, it appears that when they are getting upset, they are also taking the time to find out exactly what is going on. The students are getting back at MIT.

The question of student awareness in this case extends to other areas too. One of the side-effects of the sanctuary effort is to bring students, faculty, and administration together in a very informal atmosphere. This leads to several side effects. The students have been pushing for some time: communication between the groups is crucial. The idea of bringing it to the students is another good idea which hasn’t been tried for some centuries. One student commented that an instructor gave the best lecture of the year because he integrated the informal atmosphere he found himself immersed in.

Generally, however, another ugly phenomenon has raised its head. The result is manifested in the fact that the people who should be there aren’t. These are the people who are “against the war, but don’t have time.” The logic of this is so absurd that we don’t even want to further comment.

Two final comments on the situation. First of all, it appears to us that the sanctuary effort has gone far beyond that, and has become what Thingumy’s Bop. This is certainly a good thing for community spirit and togetherness. The second point is that there has been virtually no coverage by the local press of this action. It seems to us that, when the “biggest war machine” in the country has an anti-war protest of this magnitude, and it gets played up on page 57 the next day, there is a need to enlighten seven hundred people with the values system in operation.

As we go to press, Mike is still waiting for the Feds in the Salsa. We wish him luck, and hope that his effort will not have been in vain.

---

Political reaction to Inscomm proposals

(Ed. note: In view of recent events at Inscomm, The Tech has decided to pursue political figures on campus. The views expressed here are those of the people mentioned in connection with each article, and do not necessarily correlate with those of The Tech's editorial staff.)

Bob Sharts ’69, Teacher

The present “civic” Institute Committee has opened a head of possibilities for establishing a truly responsive student government. At M.I.T. the continued inability of the Institute Committee to act on the increasing concerns of the students is supposedly represents clearly demonstrates that the current structure of student government requires major revision. Though some may argue that the fault lies with the student body in the form of non-cooperation, a good government is not able to overcome to problems of apathy. If one thing has been learned from the years no matter how the fault is said to be, it is that the student body is not going to get over it. A National student government in one evening, it did directly address such issues as student involvement, the student at M.I.T. and the position of the student in the community. In the course of attending several of these evening meetings for three years, this is the first time I can remember having the opportunity to see the student body. It seems to me that the opportunity to look at the student body, as a whole, in a non-religious area. For those who don’t ‘know, the term sanctuary is derived from the old custom of seeking political refuge in holy places, such as churches. The action in the Student Center appears to be a case more of political asylum than sanctuary. At Marsh Chapel, where Roy Keel of the Tech took sanctuary this earlier year, the religious aspects were overlaid to the detriment of the political. The latter is, after all, the central issue involved. It is appropriate, therefore, that the resistance choose the Student Center, rather than the Chapel, for the confrontation with the system.

This is a grander purpose than the personal reasons for the choice of this area. The chapel is, simply stated, too small for a demonstration of my size. As of this writing, we are between fifty and fifty-five. This place is in the Salsa. If the chapel had been chosen, then students would be spending the night on Krags plaza.

The emphasis on the political aspects of sanctuary is slowly bringing home another point. No matter how the figures are juggled, it remains a fact that the Institute is the largest non-profit defense contractor in the country. Therefore, the confrontation of this sort seems particularly appropriate. Our only regret is that more emphasis is not being placed on this fact, along with the appropriate supporting detail.

Mike, it appears, was faced with two choices when he made his decision to go AWOL in September. Either he could try to work within the system, or he could make his point in the way he did. Actually, this is a choice with no choice, because working within the system in the Army is essentially impossible, as has been demonstrated in the past. It appears to us that Mike’s choice was the only one possible, given the situation he found himself in.

We cannot expect the Armed Forces to feel the same way he does, or to respond with the dedication to their ideals that a student reaction to the scene has certainly been better than we would have expected. Perhaps this is a natural advantage of the location, as it is one which the average student will probably pass by once every few days. The general attitude of MIT students toward activities of this nature can be summed up as follows: “If it doesn’t bother me, the hell with it.” In this case, however, the student population is being bothered, simply by an act of obstruction.

This leads to several side effects. The students may be irritated—just a little. This will probably be rather short. Judging from the response so far, however, it appears that when they are getting upset, they are also taking the time to find out exactly what is going on. The students are getting back at MIT.

The question of student awareness in this case extends to other areas too. One of the side-effects of the sanctuary effort is to bring students, faculty, and administration together in a very informal atmosphere. This leads to several side effects. The students have been pushing for some time: communication between the groups is crucial. The idea of bringing it to the students is another good idea which hasn’t been tried for some centuries. One student commented that an instructor gave the best lecture of the year because he integrated the informal atmosphere he found himself immersed in.

Generally, however, another ugly phenomenon has raised its head. The result is manifested in the fact that the people who should be there aren’t. These are the people who are “against the war, but don’t have time.” The logic of this is so absurd that we don’t even want to further comment.

Two final comments on the situation. First of all, it appears to us that the sanctuary effort has gone far beyond that, and has become what Thingumy’s Bop. This is certainly a good thing for community spirit and togetherness. The second point is that there has been virtually no coverage by the local press of this action. It seems to us that, when the “biggest war machine” in the country has an anti-war protest of this magnitude, and it gets played up on page 57 the next day, there is a need to enlighten seven hundred people with the values system in operation.

As we go to press, Mike is still waiting for the Feds in the Salsa. We wish him luck, and hope that his effort will not have been in vain.
**Gardner speaks on crises**

by Bob Dennis

Visiting Professor John W. Gardner, covered several areas of contemporary concern in a press conference with members of The Tech Tuesday evening following his weekly seminar in urban affairs.

The former Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare noted that the correlation that the nation is currently going through has released not only negative emotions but also positive emotions. He revealed that he is currently working with a group of youths, including former McCarthy and Rockefeller organizers, who are seeking a renewal of America's youth and leadership.

Concerning their contract work, he declared that universities should not let the unions of their professors dictate their policies. He asserted that universities are often "so riven that they can't control their own individual professors. Noting the current trend towards unionization, he asserted that it is important to maintain the integrity of the academic institution.

In his view, the role of the university is to be a positive force in the community regardless of difficulties. He emphasized the importance of universities in the preservation of cultural heritage. Concerning his future, he declared that he "will never get an even spread of the races" and that any legislation would require a large-scale and systematic effort.

Discussing the urban crisis, he noted that there would be an extraordinary opportunity to get a breakthrough on fair housing. He warned that the issue of cities is in flux and that every great danger with respect to the cities is saddling at the problem. He further emphasized that any new legislation would require citizen support in order to be effective.

He noted that the urban community is a major problem. He said that the urban crisis must be attacked on a large scale and that housing is probably the most hopeful immediate goal. While he remained cautious about a total reconciliation between the races, he declared that "we have to keep trying to bring all races into a kind of integration" in order to begin rebuilding our cities and society.

Concerning the prospects of a Nixon administration, he said that "I am sure he will work with moral character and judgment wants to be a great president from the day he enters the White House." As for his own future, he disclosed that he would take a position in the new administration.

**Burton stabbing continues West Campus crime wave**

by Joseph Kashi

Nineteen-year-old Ronald Figa, "I, was listed in good condition Wednesday night after he was stabbed near Baker House at 11:00 am Monday.

Lt. James Oliveri of the Campus Patrol immediately reported that Figa, from Portland, Maine, and three other Burton residents were stabbed in the head, stomach, and abdomen.

The assailants escaped into the crowd, with the victim being rushed to Dudley Street Station. The cab was located at Pennsylvania Avenue and later traced to the Medical Department, where the victim was treated and released without any serious injuries.

Campus Patrol immediately reported that Figa, from Portland, Maine, and three other Burton residents were stabbed in the head, stomach, and abdomen.

A detailed search of both the campus and nearby areas failed to turn up any suspects.

The stab was reported by numerous witnesses, who immediately notified the authorities.

Captain Norman Sidney of the Campus Patrol reported Wednesday that a third youth was apparently also involved in the stabbing.

Possible connection

Captain Sidney also noted that this latest in a series of robberies could possibly be connected to the robberies of money and electronic equipment at Baker and Burton Houses, and at McCormick Hall. He cited rapid communication with the Campus Patrol in the event anything suspicious is observed, as being of great importance in apprehending thieves and preventing further injuries. Some time that afternoon, Adams House was also robbed by numerous thieves. In response to this, the Campus Patrol circulated a large number of memos urging all residents to contact the police at the first suspicion of danger. The circulation of this program was evidenced by the capture of the three robbers a week later.

The weapon used in the assault, a basting knife, was not found at the scene. The investigation is continuing in Roxbury by the Boston police, by Detective John Galigan of the Cambridge Detective Bureau, and Lt. Oliveri and Sgt. Baltazar of the Campus Patrol. All MIT students were urged by Captain Sidney to keep their doors locked and to report any suspicious persons or incidents to the Campus Patrol immediately.

In the HUB of BOSTON

**1200 BEACON STREET HOTEL**

Greater Boston's Finest Motor Hotel

- 200 Air-Conditioned Rooms
- Color TV in ALL ROOMS
- 24-HOUR COFFEE SHOP
- Minutes from Downtown Boston by Trolley
- Ample FREE Garage Parking
- All Credit Cards Honored

Complete Facilities for BUSINESS MEETINGS

Tel. 617/232-7979

1200 BEACON STREET, BROOKLINE, MASS.
The greatest

Beck's Bother is beautiful. What else needs to be said? Ravel might turn the worst of the three into something worthy of a world was musical competition, but the creation of the Seks and his work on the Upstairs, Downstairs manuscript is not something that can be easily forgotten. Only a few people will remember the Yardbirds well long after this book is forgotten. Beck's Bother is the only thing of real importance that has come of the Yardbirds.
Kickers edged by Boston College, fail to find scoring combination

by Ron Cline

If ever there was a game in which the kicking dominated by the referees and referees' judgment, the spoils of the game went to Boston College. The Eagles would have certainly gone in last for the kicking. However, due to referees' chronic inability to put the ball in the net when opportunity arises, BC held its way to a 3-1 defeat.

After a fairly slow and unsuccessful first quarter, the Eagles found a hole in the engineer defense and promptly plugged it with the ball. Meanwhile, several Tech scoring attempts went with the ball and failed with the score at 1-0, Boston College.

MIT came back in the third quarter with a reaffirmed desire to control the ball, and that they did. Repeated scuffles in front of the Eagle goal and empty results increased engineer frustration until Jerry Madickovski '71 came through with the scoring combination. Coming down the right side, he crossed the ball for a beautiful shot at the BC goal. When their goalie came through with a last ditch block, Bob Akullian '69 poked in the loose ball to tie the score.

Early in the fourth period, BC took advantage of a scramble to pop the ball over goalie Jeff Reynolds' '69 head and again led the engineers by one. Despite intense pressure from the engineers, who by now were virtually controlling the field game, Tech could not produce another goal, and the Eagles walked away 'unhappy victors'.

The bootees' next opportunity will be Saturday when Middlebury comes to Briggs Field. A victory then would do much to bolster much needed morale before facing BU Wednesday. The Terriers are presently GBBL favorites, and the game shapes up to be Tech's toughest league match yet.

## Harvard wins GBC as Tech captures 5th

By Al Morgan

A quick good efforts by both the university and soccer teams, neither of which had significant victories in recent games. GBC meet held on Saturday, the two runners took fifth out of the fourteen, while in the two soccer games the teams lost to Brown 4-1 and Boston College 3-1.

Harvard breezed to an easy win at Franklin Park, then next Tuesday the team will run against BU, whom they beat easily in the open.

The '71 and most exciting game in the world, 1M hockey is just around the corner. The league this year will be under the direction of manager Paul Sullivan '71. However the position of assistant manager is still open. Anyone interested in becoming the assistant manager should contact Paul at DU. Call X3264 or 536-3617.

## Currency in a Common Market nation is devalued.

Help wanted:

### How can we protect our automotive investments on the continent?

**Situation:** If a member nation of the Common Market devalues its currency as the speculators appear to be betting, other Common Market nations may follow suit.

**Questions:**
- Faced with this possibility, could you develop a plan of action detailing how we can best protect our large automotive investments in each of the member nations?
- Consideration: Remember the importance of the Common Market agricultural agreement concerning price stabilization, cost considerations and exchange restrictions. Need your thoughts on this A.S.A.P. Thanks.

Want to work on an exciting assignment like this? A new member of the financial staff at Ford Motor Company does. Today his job may be solving a complex Common Market problem. Tomorrow, it might be an analysis of profit potentials.

To help solve assignments like these, our people have a giant network of computers at their service. Complete research facilities. The funds they need to do the job right. If you have better ideas to contribute, and you're looking for challenging assignments and the rewards that come from solving them, come work for the Better Idea company. See our representative when he visits your campus. Or send a resume to Ford Motor Company, College Recruit- ing Department, The American Road, Dearborn, Michigan 48121. An equal opportunity employer.
By Joe Cameron

The powerful Harvard team, led by a first from Dave Potterett, dominated the field Tuesday to capture the Greater Boston Intercollegiate Cross Country Championships at Franklin Park. Placing six runners in the top ten, the Crimson defeated Northeastern and MIT by scores of 30:2:1-8:10-16. Potterett led his team over the 4.7 mile course with a time of 22:37. The rest of Harvard's points were scored by runners in second, third, fifth, and sixth places.

Larry Petro '70 was the first of Tech's runners to score, with an eighth in 23:23. Close behind was co-captain Jim Vasanetti '69, who was closely followed by Brian Staeck '69 in 24:31, followed by our forth and fifth men, John Ovans '70 and Geoff Halbrook '69. Co-captain Ben Wilkes '70 did not run this meet due to an illness which has made him sick over a week of practice. However, he did win the Wilkes triangular and is expected to compete in the Easterns today.

First big meet

This first big meet of the season is undoubtedly the toughest competition MET has met. Even with some teams we have been greatly improved, as it's only seven men 2 miles long. Initially in last year's METS, a top four in addition, two of Harvard's big name stars, Tandy and Shaw, didn't enter, as they were originally entered for the Yale-Penn meet.

The Tech runners will appear at Franklin Park, their home course, this Friday to enter their second meet, the Easterns. Running on the same course, and now accustomed to tougher competition, it is hoped that scores and times will improve.

Sailors compete in four regattas

Tech sailors participated in four regattas last weekend. Other than the winning in the White Trophy, the team finished in disappointing performances in competition for the second White Trophy at Newport News, the Texas Trophy at Galveston, the St. Louis Trophies at San Diego, and the Intercollegiate Trophy at Oxford. The races well underway. The lead boat was crewed by John Owens '70 and the runners, Doug Harden and Ron Kozbek '69 placed 20th in Ben in last year's GBC, took a fourth in the Williams triangular and is expected Friday to enter their second meet of the season.

IMMEDIATE ENGINEERING CAREER OPENINGS

Mechanical Engineers
Nuclear Engineers
Industrial Engineers
Nuclear Physicists
Metallurgical Engineers

See our representative
S. G. Vaughn
Tuesday, November 5

He'll be at the Placement Office to answer questions, discuss qualifications, take applications for fast action.

Newport News SHIPBUILDING AND DOCK COMPANY, NEWPORT NEWS, VIRGINIA
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The Russian intelligentsia, according to Mr. Salisbury,

occupy a rather special place in the structure of Russian life

and history. Since they are the few, the very few, who

possess any appreciable education, they feel on obligation to

the Russian society. The intelligentsia found it difficult to

maintain a hold over the intelligentsia at times and they led

numbers attempted coupes before the final
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However, the President’s speech, State

officials announced that North Vietnam understands

the bombing will be removed if prompt and useful talks

are not initiated in Paris, and that the fighting in the

South can continue in any case.

The bombing halt applies only to North Vietnam.

This apparatus permits US bombing of enemy supply

lines in Laos or Cambodia, although the United States

has never acknowledged that it conducts bombing raids

there.

(Continued on page 2)


Entertainment at the sanctuary took many forms including this puppet show which was shown over the weekend.

Photo by George Flynn

Salisbury analyzes intelligentsia

The Salisbury Paper, a discussion of the reasons and
means for coherence and cooperation between the Soviet
Unions and the United States, was presented in more
detail by L. L. Rabb in the first of three McConnell
sessions.

The responsibility for changing the individuals on Inscomm is ours. We choose people who are not idealistic to our needs, and who fill all of us to help fulfill these needs.

The Kastakineks ’70, Student Committee on Educational Policy, IntrInferity
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The Institute Committee called on the Sanctuary in the Sala de Puerto Rico to move out of the Student Center by noon this Monday. Action came in a meeting Friday night at 7 p.m., in a second motion, passed by a vote of 7 to 5, as follows:

We recommend that the Sanctuary move to a suitable place outside the Student Center by noon Monday.

A motion was defeated in which the Institute Committee stated that it would not condone the illegal actions of the Sanctuary at MIT.

By Tom Pippal

After a midafternoon confrontation between Joe Biscio, Class of '70, President, and Mike Albert, president of the Resident, a meeting of JRP called the purpose of the meeting was a majority consensus of the Committee (as opposed to the view of only the chairman) concerning the problem of the sanctuary. Their resolution was:

Resolved, that the Junior from 6:00 PM until the Friday night formal in Walker Hall this week and that the Committee present only depository for the sanctuary, with the aid of all those who volunteer to help. The resolution be performed in whole or in part the following statements: and that if the Sala de Puerto Rico is not available by 8:00 PM Thursday, November 7, that the Committee shall settle the fate of the Friday night portion of the J.R.P.

Respectfully submitted,
Mike Albert, president
for JRP Committee

This resolution was presented at the special meeting of JRP Sunday night and was the direct predecessor to the motion of asking the Sanctuary to move.

By Steve Carhart

The meeting at which the two motions concerning sanctuary was a hastily called joint session of the Institute Committee and the Executive Council. The JRP did not have a quorum, and due to the nature of the meeting, neither JRP nor sanctuary members were present. Numerous other intranovus parties were in attendance also, including three representatives of the Alumni Committee; the MIT Union, and a group of students. The meeting was scheduled to provide an opportunity for the various points of view which have arisen on campus concerning the Sanctuary to be heard.

The issue which was discussed at length was whether or not sanctuary should address itself to the practical problem of clearing the Sala de Puerto Rico. While the JRP was the idea of using the Sala de Puerto Rico to discuss issues of concern to students and to make the situation more attractive to those areas that concern students it seems like today that problems exist that are begging for solutions, yet puppet show which was shown over the weekend.

However, the objection was raised that many groups use the Student Center which do not seem like more like a larder for the various points of view which have arisen on campus concerning the Sanctuary to be heard.

The issue which was discussed at length was whether or not sanctuary should address itself to the practical problem of clearing the Sala de Puerto Rico or whether it should concern itself with larger issues of public. Few visited to the practical problem of clearing the policy. Gee was accepted by the fact that the Sanctuary has lost its business in the Sala since most of those present acknowledged and praised at least the impact it has had on the student area of the Institute. Many of these present, however, felt that for reasons of practicability and/or principle, the sanctuary should be moved. Others addressed themselves to the question of the damage which has been done to the Student Center.

A great deal of concern was expressed about the violation of the rights of students who opposed the sanctuary. However, the objection was raised that many groups use the Student Center which do not seem like more like a larder for the various points of view which have arisen on campus concerning the Sanctuary to be heard.
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